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Report synopsis

Getting value frominformation technology is probably one of the greatest concernsof business managers. There is, unfortunately, no single measure that can be used toprove conclusively the business value of IT expenditure. However, by relating theexpenditure to a range ofbusiness-performance measures,the value ofIT investmentscan be assessedatleast as well as that of other investments. Getting value from IT iscritically dependent on how IT investment decisions are made, and this meansrecognising that different evaluation criteria are applicableto different types of ITinvestments. For some types of investment, cost/benefit analysis is insufficient;managementjudgement must be applied as well. IT investment proposals must alsotake account of the prevailing corporate climate, which meansthat systemsdirectorsmustbe sensitive to the realities of corporate politics.
 



Chapter 1
Assessing the value from investment in IT is a

growing management concern

☜The Chairman of our worldwide operations
paid us a visit this morning. He seemed very
impressed with what we are doing. But ifhe had
asked me how our activities contribute to his
business, I would not have known how to
answer.☝

♥ Systemsdirector of a large
European food manufacturer

These words, spoken by a Foundation member
during the research for this report, summarise
a concern that many systems directors have:
how can they demonstrate that their
organisations are getting value from the
substantial investments made in information
technology (IT). Top business managersare also
very concerned about whether their
organisation is getting value from its investment
in IT, as Figure 1.1 illustrates. They see IT
accountingfor a large and increasing proportion
 

Figure 1.1 Top managers and IT managers are most
concerned about getting value from IT

Respondents were asked to rate their degree of concern on
a scale of 0 to 5, where O=not concerned, and
5=very concerned.
Type of respondent
Top management De

Systems management eeeecerraa]

Users SS

Parent organisation
(where appropriate) S

OQ 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Percentage of respondents who

are ☁concerned☂ or
☁very concerned☂  (Source: Butler Cox survey of Foundation members)
 

of corporate operating costs and wish to be
reassured that this investment is making an
appropriate contribution to the performance of
the business.
For the systems director, there is an added
dimension to this concern. Many systems
directors are now responsible for one of the
largest cost items in the corporate budget and
for providing facilities and services that are
crucial to the organisation☂s commercial
performancein areaslike sales and marketing,
product design and development, and flexible
manufacturing. Indeed, most businesses today
could not hopeto survive without information
systems. Information systems have come out of
the back office and become part of the
competitive toolkit of the enterprise. Ensuring
that investment in IT contributes to the
organisation, and is seen to provide value,is
therefore becoming an increasingly pressing
concern for the systemsdirector.
Proof that the money spent on IT improvesthe
financial performance of the business is
notoriously difficult to provide, however. In
particular, traditional investment-appraisal
measures are inappropriate for evaluating many
IT investment proposals because they focus on
the capital costs of the technology, not on the
value of the information processed by the
technology. A new perspective is needed to
define the business value of IT, based on
managing both the technology and the business
information that it supports.

There is no proof that IT invest-
ments lead to better business
performance
The amounts spent on IT are larger in some
industry sectors than in others, and rates of
increase in expenditure vary considerably, too.

 



Chapter 1 Assessing the value from investment in IT is a growing managementconcern

Industry sectors for which information is a keyasset, often referred to as ☁information-
intensive☂ industries, rely heavily on IT tosupport their business operations, and their
expenditure is relatively high. In the banking
sector, for example, IT budgets can easilyaccount for 30 per cent or more of operatingexpenses. In the less information-intensive
industries, expenditure on IT will be muchlower. For this reason, comparisons of ITexpenditure between industry sectors can bevery misleading. (Note that, for the purpose ofthis report, investmentin IT includes not onlythe costs of purchasing equipment and software,but also the costs of developing and runningapplication systems.)
Even within the same sector, comparisonsshould be treated with caution, becausedifferent organisations often include differentcost areas in the IT budget. The level of ITexpenditure will also vary according to thecurrent level of development activity, and thematurity of the installed base of applications.
Nevertheless, there is a general trend in mostWestern countries for expenditure on IT toincrease as a proportion of corporate budgets.A feature of this increasing corporate expendi-ture on IT is that a growingpartofit is nowunderthe direct control of business managers,rather than of the systems department.According to a Computerworld survey ofFortune 500 companies in the United States, ITexpenditure incurred directly by users in 1989was estimated to be about 40 per cent of totalIT expenditure, and this proportion is expectedto increase to more than 50 per cent by 1995,as Figure 1.2 illustrates.
In somesectors and in some countries, the ratesof increase in expenditure on IT are nowbeginning to slow down. In the retailing andpetrochemicals sectors, for example, and amonglarger companies everywhere, spectacularannual rates of increase in IT budgets are nolongerthe norm. Nevertheless, during much ofthe 1980s, very large annual increases in ITexpenditure did occur.It is this rapid rate ofincrease that has madetheissue of getting valuefrom IT investments so pressing and sowidespread.
Manystudies have beencarried out with a viewto establishing whether moneyspenton IT leads

to

 Figure 1.2 By the middle of the 1990s, users will bespending more on information systemsthan systems departments themselveswill be spending

Expenditure on information systemsas a percentage of corporate revenue   1990 1995
CL] Within systems department
Pe] Within user departments
(Source: Computerworld, October 9, 1989.)   

to improved business performance. None,however,provides conclusive proof that this isso. Figure 1.3 showsthe results of some of thecorrelational studies undertaken by PaulStrassmann, the well known researcher andwriter in the IT productivity field, which arefairly typical of the kinds of studies that havebeen carried out. They show nocorrelationbetween the proportion of corporate revenuespent on IT and either returns on assets orshareholders☂ investments.
Thedifficulty of correlating expenditure on ITand returns from that investmentis compoun-dedbythe fact that the IT budgetitself is onlya small proportionof the total cost of processinginformation within the organisation. Theexperience of one of Butler Cox☂s consultingclients illustrates the point. The headoffice ofthis large multinational company existed onlyto coordinate and provide direction for thevarious operating companies around the world.It was becoming increasingly concerned with ITcosts, which hadrisen to around $6.4 million ayear. Investigations revealed that, at most,20 per cent of head office effort could genuinelybe attributed to coordinating and directingactivities. Eighty per cent of headoffice effort(and, hence, costs) had therefore properly to beattributed to information collection, handling,
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Figure 1.3 There is no correlation between the

amount of money invested in IT
and the return from that
investment
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anddistribution, and to services provided to the
staff involvedin this. This equated to $96 million
a year. The IT budget therefore accounted for
only a small proportion of total information
processing costs. This example suggests that
getting value from money spent on information
processing is an even bigger concern than
getting value from IT.
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The business value of IT depends
on how the technology is used
to support the business☂s
information needs
Traditional methodsfor justifying investment
rely heavily on the concept that value originates
exclusively from capital. However, return on
investment and return on assets are often
inappropriate measures in the case of IT.
The domain of IT now includes systems as
diverse as telecommunications, office systems,
factory automation, and point-of-sale systems.
All of these are, in one way or another, designed
to improve the way in which an organisation
processes, transmits, and uses the information
necessary to undertake its business. When
organisations seek to define the return on an
investment in IT, they tend to concentrate on
the cost of the technology and to ignore the
value of the information. Few ask what return
they get from information, yet it is the infor-
mation that is critical. The technology that
supports the informationis of value only insofar
as it allows better use to be madeof information.
The search for proof that investment in IT
provides business value will continue to be futile
unless management ♥ both business and
systems ♥ recognises that divorcing the cost of
the technology from the value of the infor-
mation it supports is not only meaningless, but
counter-productive.
Thus, the value that an organisation gets from
IT depends on how well it manages its
investmentin technology so as to maximise the
return it gets from information. Theability of
the organisation to manage the technology in
relation to the business and its information
needsis critical to successful investmentin IT.
Investing in IT to maximise the business benefits
is a businessissuefirst, and a technology issue
second.

Purpose and structure
of the report
This report provides principles and pragmatic
advice about the businessissues associated with
investmentsin IT. The report interprets the best
practice we found during the research,to pro-
vide guidance to Foundation members on those
issues that are of greatest concern to them.
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Much has been written on the subject of
establishing the value of investments in IT. At
the beginning of the research, our aim was toreview this material and identify the mostappropriate set of measures that could be usedby Foundation members to demonstrate thebusiness value achieved from investments inIT. Despite an exhaustive search of the material,we found none of the many methods,approaches, and ☁magic formulae☂ that aboundin the industry to be suitable for this purpose.(We do, however, refer to these whereappropriate, and a bibliography is includedat the end of this report.) The scope of theresearch and the research team are describedin Figure 1.4.

We commented earlier that the methodscommonly used for measuring the value of ITinvestments are of limited validity for estab-lishing its contribution to the business. InChapter 2, we discuss a selection of theseperformance measures and identify theirweaknesses. A good set of performancemeasuresis, however, an important elementofeffective management, because it provides ayardstick against which the contribution of TE:investment to the business can be judged andis evidence of good management. In the latterpart of Chapter 2, we propose a framework thatcan be used by each organisation to relate ITexpenditure to a set of business-performancemeasures.
IT investment decisions must be taken inrelation to the objectives of the business. Whilethis may seem obvious, the way in which ITinvestment proposals are evaluated does notalwaysreflect the realities of the business inpractice. Inappropriate criteria are often usedto evaluate investment proposals, and as aresult, decisions are sometimes taken that arepotentially damaging for the organisation. InChapter 3, we examine how the different kinds

 

Figure 1.4 Scope ofthe research andresearch team

Ourresearch effort for this report has been evengreaterthan is usual for a Foundation Report. We sent aquestionnaire to all Foundation members and receivedover 120 replies. Many of the replies were quitedetailed, reflecting the interest that members havein theSubject. We reviewedthe available literature on thesubject, and subsequently conducted interviews withover 40 organisations throughout Europe and the UnitedStates and spoke to Many experts in the field.
The research for this report was led by Cornelia Varney,director of vendor consultancy at Butler Cox. She wasassisted by Martin Ray, Declan Good, and GrahamOtter, all consultants in Butler Cox's Londonoffice, witha special interest in the business aspects of ITmanagement. Further research wascarried out byLothar Schmidt (Munich), Michel Lederman (Paris), andBruno Coppola(Italy). 
 

of IT investment shouldbe assessed in relationto the overall objectives of the business.
Responsibility for aligning IT resources tobusiness needs and for ensuring that businessbenefits are achieved must be clearly allocated,particularly with the increasing involvement ofbusiness managersin IT investment decisions.In Chapter 4, we suggest the organisationalmechanismsthatwill ensure that these respon-sibilities are discharged in the best interests ofthe business.
The evaluation of IT investment proposals,however, depends not just on measurements,formal mechanisms, and procedures. In anyorganisation, IT investment appraisal isconditioned by wider corporate factors thatdetermine the investment climate at any onetime. The organisational factors that make upthat climate, and what changesit, need to berecognised and respected if the right ITinvestmentdecisionsfor the businessare to bemade. In Chapter 5, we examine the organisa-tional andpolitical factors that influence the ITinvestment-appraisal process.
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Chapter 2
Monitoring the business contribution of IT

requires business-oriented measures

Many different schemes of measuringthe overall
contribution of IT to the business have been
devised. Some of these measure the contribution
of IT by making comparisons with other
organisations ♥ that is, by using external
performancecriteria. Others measure aspects of
performance that are internal to the
organisation ♥ notably the performanceof the
systems department, user satisfaction, and the
contribution of IT to the overall business
performance of the organisation.
We analyse some of these measurement schemes
in this chapter and examine both their
advantages and their limitations. Building on
this, we describe a set of ratios that relate IT
expenditure to key business-performance
measures, and that each organisation can adapt
to meet its own circumstances and objectives.

External performance measures
can be easily misinterpreted
One wayfor an organisation to assess whether
it is making the right level of investmentin IT
is to make comparisons with others in the same
sector. Typical bases for such comparisons are
IT expenditure as a percentage of turnover, or
expenditure on IT per employee. Figure 2.1
shows such a comparisonfor large companies in
various sectors in the United Kingdom.
The limitations of such comparisons are,
however, well recognised: one organisation☂s
accounting method usually differs from that of
others; definitions of whatit includes under IT
expenditure usually vary; it may have unusually
high or lowexpenditure for particular reasons.
For example:
♥ Aer Lingus, the Irish airline, aware of the

limitations of published industry comparisons
of IT expenditure, teamed up with other
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Figure 2.1 One way for an organisation to assess the

appropriatenessofits level of investment
in IT is to make comparisons with others
in the same sector

Sector
Finance

Energy and water

 

Local government

 

Health a

0 1 a 3 4 5
IT expenditure per employeein

large companiesin the
United Kingdom
(£ thousand)  (Source: Pedder Associates/Computer Users Yearbook)
 

airlines to generate morereliable figures. IT
expenditures as a percentage of total ex-
penditures were found to cover a wide range
♥ between 1.5 and 5 per cent. Aer Lingus
attributes some of the differences to dif-
ferent accounting criteria, different operat-
ing conditions, and difficulties in defining
what expenditures to include underIT.

♥ Northumbrian Water Groupplc is one of the
10 newly privatised Water Holding Com-
panies in England and Wales. Prior to
privatisation, the predecessors of the new
companies used to compare their business
performance with each other. One of the
comparisons was IT expenditure measured in
terms of expenditure per employee. During
the period from 1978, when a new

oO



Chapter 2 Monitoring the business contribution of IT requires business-orientedmeasures

mainframe was installed, to 1989,Northumbrian Water☂s IT expenditure wasconcentrated on cost-justified microcomput-ing developments. Even with its low man-power levels, this resulted in low ITexpenditure per employee compared withthe other water businesses. As a con-sequence, Northumbrian Waterplaces norealreliance on this particular comparisonbecause the measures can fluctuate accord-ing to different policies and to organisationalandcultural factors.
Used constructively, such sectoral comparisonscan, however, lead to useful debate and analysis,as they did at Amro Bank in the Netherlands.There had been growing concern about thevalue that the bank was deriving from ITbecauseits expenditure on IT seemed to exceedsignificantly that of some of its competitors.Amro☂s management responded,notbyinsistingon cutbacks, but by ensuring thatit was gettingthe maximumvaluefrom its expenditure on IT.As a consequence, Amro introduced morerigorous procedures to improve cost controland now pays closer attention to projectmanagement:
♥ Top managementis now actively involved inmonitoring IT investment. For example, per-formance reports on some projects are sentdirectly to the bank☂s president.
♥ Major development projects are broken downwherever possible into several componentsso that the initial system includes only thecore functions required ♥ the remainingfeatures are added whentheinitial systemis runningsatisfactorily.
♥ Amro has introduced the concept ofinformation managers, who work on behalfof and within the businessunits. Their roleis to reinforce the units☂ responsibilities forensuring that the right level ofIT is includedin their products and services,
♥ More user-oriented attitudes are promotedin the systems department. Unit systemsmanagers have been appointed, with theresponsibility of managing the relationshipwith the business units.
Although the case of Amro illustrates howinformation on IT expenditure by competitorscan be used constructively, we advise that suchcomparisons be treated with extremecare.If thelevel of spending by an organisation is atypical

of others in its sector, it does not necessarilymeanthattoolittle or too muchis being spent,and it may even lead to unhelpful recrimina-tions. If the level of spendingis in line with thatof others in the sector, Management can belulledinto a false sense of security, believing thatspending the ☁average☂ amountis the same asspending the ☁right☂ amount.
Internal systems-performancemeasures do not indicatethe business contribu-tion of IT
Measuresof how well systems departments areperforming, in terms of delivering and operatingsystems for the business, are used to varyingdegreesin most organisations, A comprehensiveexample is the measurement programmedeveloped by IBM in the United States thatcompiles information on systems resources andinternal performance from various IBMsites, asshownin Figure 2.2. Individual sites can judgetheir own performance against the averageperformanceforall thesites.
The IBM programmealso collects informationdesigned totest the future health of the systemsdepartment ♥ for example, the numberof daysthat systemsstaff spend on training, the natureof the management proceduresin place, and thenumber of audits performed. It also requiresdocumented cases of gross benefits achievedfrom the systems that have been installed, andresults of user-satisfaction surveys. IBM isstillworking on the most difficult task of developingmeasuresto assessthe strategic business impactof systems.
The IBM performance-measurement programmeis a systematic attempt to bring togetherdifferent indicators of systems performance.Most systems managers develop similarindicators for their functions, although the exactmeasures and their comprehensiveness vary.Such measures establish benchmarks againstwhich the performanceof the systems depart-mentcan be tracked, and they are an importantelement of good systems management. Goodperformance judged by these measures,however, does not necessarily mean that thesystems department's customers are satisfiedwith the services and systemstheyare getting,nor that the systems are contributing to theperformance of the business.
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Figure 2.2 A programme developed by IBMin the
United States compiles information on
systems resourcesandinternal
performance

Resources
Gross and net annual information-processing expense: The
grossfigure is the sum of information-processing expenses
within the site. The netfigure excludes charges made to
support other business units within IBM and is meant to
represent expensesto support only asite☂s own business
unit. The expenses are reported for five major business
functions, and ongoing operating expensesare differentiated
from expenses incurred in introducing changes.
The distribution of information-processing people: The
average number of people assigned to consulting, appli-
cation delivery, strategy and planning, installed application
support, system support, and computer operations.
Systems performance measures
Service quality. The numberof service-level agreements set
and met.
Application-delivery quality. The total numberof man-months
for all projects committed and met ♥ within cost, on
schedule, and performing the agreed functions.
Quality of installed applications and operations: The total _
☜number of man-monthsto correctinstalled applications
defects, and the total number of man-months to correct
ongoing operations problems.
Operations productivity. The total number of support people
required per central processing unit installed, per mips
installed, and per gigabyte of direct-access storage: installed,
Application-support productivity: An estimate of theiol =
inventory ofinstalled function points at year end and the -
total number of man-☁months that supaort thispelea
application base.
Application:deliveryProce. Thetotal numberofacl

| points delivered during the yearandthetotal numberof
man-months to develop or deliver thosefunctionpoints.     
 

User-satisfaction surveys provide
important feedback but must
be used with care
User-satisfaction surveys are designed to
measure the extent to which the systems
department☂s customersare satisfied with both
the systems and the services provided to them,
and they help to identify areas where systems
are either under-delivered or over-delivered.
They are becoming common practice in the
United States, where nearly 40 per cent of the
systems departmentsof large companies survey
their users on a regularbasis. They are a valuable
source of information on how well the
department serves users☂ needs and should
become standard practice in most large
organisations, with the results being fed back
to users and corporate management. We
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described a method for undertaking such
surveys in Report 66, Marketing the Systems
Department.
Some organisations treat user-satisfaction
surveys primarily as advisory and marketing
tools. Others use them as a measure of the
performance of the systems department, and
bonuses and salaries may be linked to them.
However, while high usersatisfaction is a mark
of success for the systems department and a
prerequisite for the effective use of IT in the
organisation,it is not necessarily proof that the
organisation is getting business value from IT.
Measuringusersatisfaction is very important,
but if poorly managed, user surveys can fuel
unreasonable customer demands and expecta-
tions. They should not be used as performance
measuresin isolation, but should be regarded
as part of a widereffort to improve the business
benefits of IT investment.

Methods designed to calculate
the value of IT to the busi-
ness can be unrealistic
Several consultancies and other organisations
have developed methods for calculating the
value of IT in terms of improved business
performance. Manyof these single out one area
of operation of the business (for example, sales
and marketing) or concentrate on particular
types of IT investment(for example, executive
information systems), rather than attempting to
provide a global measure of the value of IT to
the business as a whole. The following, however,
are two examples of very different types of
method, each of which provides a more
comprehensive view of the value being gained
from IT investment:
♥ Paul Strassmann☂s ☁return-on-management☂:

Paul Strassmann, to whose work in the IT
productivity field we referred in Chapter1,
has developed a measure of performance that
is based on the added-value to an organisa-
tion provided by management.To calculate
management added-value, he uses the
financial results of the business and excludes
those items that are outside the control of
management. The total value-addedofa firm
is computed as the difference between net
revenues and the payments madeto suppliers
of raw materials, energy, contract labour,
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leases, and so on (revenuebyitself is notregarded as a reliable measure, since itincludes the costs of resources employed byothers). The contribution of capital is thenseparated from the contribution of labour.This leaves labour value-added. Taking outthe direct operating costs leaves managementvalue-added. When divided by the costs ofmanagement, this gives an indicator of thetotal performance of management ♥ returnon management(ROM). The extent to whichROMis improved as a result of investment inIT provides a measure of its businesscontribution.
♥ IBM UK☂s SESAME method: The method isbased on comparing the costs and benefitsof an IT system with the costs and benefitsof an equivalent system based on manualprocedures. It is therefore essentially amethod based on calculating the cost ofclerical substitution, although the methodincorporates a range of sophisticatedcorrections ♥ for example, to compensateforincreasing business complexity.
Methodssuchas these can be useful, especiallyfor one-off reviews, or for very particularcircumstances, but they do have limitations.Using them on a continuing basis to monitorperformance may be cumbersome, or simplyunrealistic for many of today☂s IT systems. (Forexample, it would be impossible to undertakemanually what many of today☂s IT systemsundertake.) Perhaps most important, some ofthe organisations we have spoken to about suchmethodsare very sceptical about using measuresbased on concepts and approaches that seemartificial or that are alien to the organisation☂sbusiness culture and language.

The business contribution of ITshould be related to keybusiness-performancemeasures
Although the types of measurement schemesdescribed so far in this chapter can provideuseful insights, our research has convinced usthat there is no single ☁magic formula☂ forproving the contribution of IT to businessperformance. Nor can there be. Because thevalue of IT is inextricably linked with thebusiness☂s ability to exploit its information asset

by using technology, putting a precise value-onthe contribution of the technology alone wouldbe misleading.As in other parts of the business,it can be difficult to isolate the precise businesscontribution of individual investments.
This does not mean, however, that no measure-ments should be made. Top managementlooksfor evidence thatIT is as well managed as anyother aspect of the business. Monitoringperformancein line with appropriate measuresis one aspect of good management. The set ofbusiness performance measures to which ITinvestment can be related and which wedescribe below is designed to meet this purpose.
We proposea set of ratios that can be used tomonitor the relationship between IT expendi-ture and overall business performance. Theratios relate IT expenditure to the four mainmeasuresof business performance with whichmanagers are already familiar:
♥ Size: For commercial organisations, size canbe measured in terms of revenue (or itsequivalent, such as premium income forinsurance companies) or number ofemployees. Thus, twoofthe ratios will be ITexpenditure as a proportion of revenue, andIT expenditure per employee.
♥ Business volume: This is the volume ofbusiness carried out, measured in termsother than money. It applies to bothcommercial and public-sector organisations.Examples include the population served bya local authority, the total number ofpassengerscarried by an airline, or the totalgenerating capacity of an electricitycompany. Thus, in a local authority, one ofthe ratios would be IT expenditure per headof population served, andin an airline, ITexpenditure per passengercarried.
♥ Operating expenses (including IT costs).Anotherratio would be IT expenditure as aproportion of operating expenses.
♥ Key business indicators: These measurebusiness performance in non-financial terms.The commonbasis for such indicatorsis tomeasure business activity or volumein termsof resources employed (man-hours toassemble a car, for example, or seat-loadingfactors for an airline). We provide a selectionof typical business indicators for a range ofindustries in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Key business indicators are those that are

important to how a businessin a particular
sector performsin other than financialterms

Airlines Ratio of seats occupied to seats available.

Police Ratio of crimes solved to crimes reported.
Health care Ratio of patients discharged tototal

patients.

Fire service Mean time to reach fires.
Process Plantutilisation.
manufacturing

Retailing Sales per square metre.
Car Man-hours to assemble a car.
manufacturing  
 

Using the framework of the four types of
business-performance measures listed above,
each organisation needs to establish its own
unique set of ratios that relate IT expenditure
to its key business measures and indicators.
Figure 2.4, overleaf, illustrates how this would
work in the case of a hypothetical airline. As in
the example, it can be helpful to relate IT
expenditure to more than one measure for each
category of business performanceto reflect the
different activities and objectives of the busi-
ness. However, it is important to avoid too many.
Each of the ratios can be tracked over time to
build up a composite picture of the contribution
of IT to overall business performance, and to
smooth out fluctuations in business performance
and any unusually high or low IT costs, or high
or low use, in a particular period. Three years
is probably the minimumlength of time needed
by most organisations to get a reliable picture
of the main trends.
The primary purposeofthe ratios is to establish
whetherthe general picture is a healthy one.
They are therefore intended to be an aid to
managementjudgement ♥ a diagnostic tool, not
a ☁proof☂ of the valueofIT.If the trends indicate
cause for concern, a more detailed analysis can
be carried out whenit is appropriate.
The advantage of using a set of ratios that relate
IT expenditure to business-performance
measuresis that it allows the contribution of IT
to be assessedin a holistic manner. Even though
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the trend in one of the ratios may be indicating
that IT expenditure is rising faster than the
business warrants, others may be indicating that
increased expenditure is helping to improve
business performance. For example:
♥ IT expenditure as a proportion of revenue

may be increasing. This may not be a cause
for concern if expenditure as a proportion of
operating costs is falling.

♥ IT expenditure as a proportion both of
revenue and operating costs may be
increasing. This is not necessarily an indi-
cation that IT costs are out of control,
however. The revenuesof an organisation can
fluctuate wildly, especially in some industry
sectors, and relating IT expenditure to such
revenues would not always be helpful. Ina
European oil company that we interviewed
during ourresearch, for example, IT expendi-
ture had grownconsistently by about 12 per
cent a year. Revenues were nota reliable
basis on whichto assess the contribution of
IT to the business because they had been
quite unpredictable. However, ☁tonnes
delivered☂ is a common alternative size
indicatorin the oil business, and IT costs per
tonne delivered had decreased by 11 per
cent.
The use of such indicators can be particularly
helpful in the public sector, as they provide
a measureof the contribution of IT in relation
to the volume of business and not just in
terms of operating costs. In commercial
organisations, the non-monetary measures
provide an indication of the growth of the
business, whichis particularly useful where
revenues are subject to rapid fluctuations.

♥ IT expenditure per passenger kilometre
flown (for an airline) or per patient dis-
charged from a hospital may be decreasing,
even though some of the other measures
indicate that there could be cause for
concern.

The key to using the set of ratios lies in
interpreting them in accordance with business
priorities and realities at any one time. For
example, an organisation may decide to forego
short-term profits in order to increase its market
share significantly, and the trendsin the ratios
should be interpretedin the light of this business
aim.
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oriented measures

ratios might be:
♥ IT expenditure as a percentage of revenue.
♥ IT expenditure per employee.
♥ IT expenditure as a percentageof operating costs.
♥ IT expenditure per passengercarried.
♥ IT expenditure per ton of cargo carried.

Business
performance
measures
Szeue

Expenditure on IT |
should berelated to:   
 

Operating expenses --♥

 Business volume-

Key business indicators

Figure 2.4 A composite picture of value for money can be built up byrelating IT expenditure to a set of business-

The figure illustrates possible performance measuresfor a hypothetical airline company. In the example, the IT performance

♥ Therelationship between IT expenditure and seat-loading factors*♥ Therelationship between IT expenditure and aircraft utilisation*
Each of these would betracked over time astrend lines, with IT expenditure plotted on the y-axis and the businessperformance measure (revenue, costs, passengers carried, and so On) on the x-axis. By reviewing the complete set of trendlines,it will be possible to build up a composite picture of the contribution of IT to business performance.

Sample measures
for an airlinecompany
Revenue
Number of employees
Operating expenses

 

Number of passengers carried
Tons of cargo carried
Numberof kilometres flown
NumberofflightsNumberofaircraft operated
Seat loading factor
Aircraft utilisation (proportion
of hours spentin the air)
Number of advance bookings

 

* For these two, the expenditure on systems designed to improve a business indicator would berelated to that indicator.   If the businessis highly decentralised or engagesin a wide range of diverse operations, theframework of business-performance measuresthat we have described can be used to establisha set of ratios for each business unit, as well asfor the organisation as a whole. This approachhas been adopted by Wavin, a Dutch manufac-turerofplastics (although Wavin does not fullyfollow our proposed approach). Wavin relatesthe IT expenditure of each business unit,including units based outside the Netherlands,to a comprehensive range of business-performance measures. The informationis keptcentrally in the Netherlands, tracked, and used
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as an overall planning and controlaid, togetherwith the usual management accounts.
The ratios described above are designed tomonitor the overall business contribution of ITand are intended to be used with othermeasures, such as measures of the performanceof the systems department and user-satisfactionsurveys. However, for the organisation tomaximise the benefits of IT investment, it isimportant that it should evaluate investmentproposals correctly in thefirst place. We describehow to approach the investment-appraisalprocess in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of the benefits of IT investment

proposals must reflect their business purpose

Like any other investment decisions, IT invest-
ment decisions must reflect the needs of the
organisation. As we emphasised in Chapter 1,
IT is a business tool that can significantly
improve the way in which an organisation
exploits its information resources. The benefits
of a proposed investment in IT must therefore
be evaluated in relation to the business purpose
of the investment. The criteria that are
appropriate for justifying different types of IT
investment differ according to the purpose of
the investment, and in particular, to the kind
of benefits that are to be achieved by the
proposed system.It is important to distinguish
between the different types of IT investment
if appropriate evaluation criteria are to be used
when justifying systems.

While formal cost-justification procedures and
methods have a role to play in evaluating IT
investment proposals, they are not sufficient for
all types of IT investment. Sometimes, manage-
ment judgementis needed as well to assess the
justification of a proposed investment.

There are different types
of IT investment
There are many waysofclassifying information
systems. A technology-oriented classification
would be data processing systems, office
systems, and telecommunications systems. An
application-oriented classification would be
sales and marketing systems, financial and
accounting systems, management information
systems, and so on. The most appropriate
classification for investment-appraisal purposes,
however, is the business purpose of the
proposed investment. As Figure 3.1 shows, we
haveidentified five main business purposes for
investing in IT, which lead to five types of IT
investment:
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♥ Mandatory investments. These are the
investments that the organisation must make
because of commercial or statutory
pressures.

♥ Investments to improve business per-
formance. These are investments that are
aimed at improving the organisation☂s
business performance by reducingcosts, or
increasing revenues.

♥ Investments to gain competitive advantage.
These are aimed at improving the organi-
sation☂s share of, or position in, its market.

♥ Infrastructure investments. These are
investmentsin the technical facilities needed
to support business applications. They do not
offer direct benefits, but enable the benefits
of other IT investments to be realised.

♥ Investments in research projects. These are
made with the aim of ensuring that the
organisation is prepared for the future so
that it can continueto sustain or improveits
competitive position.

 

_Improving business per-
formanceby reducing ♥

: iT investments 
Figure 3.1. The business purpose defines the

category of IT investment

Purposeof the investment Type of IT investment
Surviving and functioning as ♥♥» Mandatory investments
a business

♥♥»> Investments
Performan        

  

 

investments
Enabling the benefits of other♥>Inf astructure

be realised _ investments 

 

Being prepared to compete ♥♥» Research investments
effectively in the future  
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Chapter 3 Evaluation of the benefits of IT investment proposals must reflecttheir business purpose

Mandatory investments
Most organisations recognise that they have no
choice but to invest in some kinds of systems
in order to survive and to operate legally and
effectively. Our research indicates that in someorganisations, as much as 80 or 90 percent of
IT expenditure may be mandatory. Investment
in mandatory systemsis sometimescalled ☁thethreshold investmentin IT☂, and represents the
amount of money that an organisation must
investin IT if it is simply to survive. Because
the organisation has no choice but to invest inmandatory systems, the main investmentconsideration is how the total costs of thesystem can be minimised and which availabledesign option will be most cost-effective.Mandatory investments in IT mayarise as aresult of three different types of requirements:
Regulatory requirements
Mostorganisations will need to invest in somesystems to comply with regulatory or otherformally enforced requirements. These generatea need for systems that are designed, forexample, to comply with computer databaseprivacy laws, tax laws,or airline security.
Organisational requirementsEvery organisation needs systemsto enable itto function in pursuitof its main commercial orother objectives, such as systems to providefinancial reporting to head offices, accountingsystems, or systems to improve the security ofoperations.
Competitive requirementsWherean organisation☂s competitors introducesystems that become an integral part of thebusiness, the organisation haslittle choice butto follow suit. For example, in many countries,it is not possible to operate as a retail bankwithout offering automatic cash-dispensingservices.
The subject of using IT to gain competitiveadvantage has received considerable attentionduring muchof the second half of the 1980s.A few organisations have gained spectacularsuccesses from applying the concepts. BaxterHealthcare in the United States, for example,introduced a highly successful online orderingsystem for its customers.Its chief executiveisquotedassaying: ☁☁It will cost anyone atleast$100 million to compete with usin terms of oursystemscapabilities, and by the time they catch

up, we'll be on ournext iteration. Informationsystems are a major part of our strategy.☝☂However,unlessthe organisationis the best, oramongthefirst to introduce a novel system toget the better ofits competitors, the point ofinvesting in competitive systems is not to gaincompetitive advantage, but to avoid competitivedisadvantage.
Situations where the organisation must investbecause of competitive pressures require verycareful business judgement and knowledge ofthe market in which the organisation operates.In someinstances,it mayevenbebetter not toaim to emulate the competition. A UK financialinstitution, Abbey National, for example,decided in 1989 not to move into the highlycompetitive credit-card business. It concludedthat, if all the players inits industry acted tooverheat the market and increase customerexpectations, the ultimate effect may well bean overstimulated market with a risinginvestmentprofile and declining profit marginsforall the players. Considerations such as theseare not a matterfor the systemsdirector alone.They need the active participation and judge-ment of his business colleagues, and positivedecisions from, and the commitment of, theboard.

Investments to improve businessperformance
Most commercial organisations aim to achievegrowth in revenue and profitability. Greaterprofitability can be achieved by either reducingcosts or increasing revenues, and informationsystems may contribute to either in variousways, as shownin Figure 3.2.
The role of systems in reducing costs is wellestablished, and cost-reduction continues to bean importantcriterion for justifying IT invest-ment proposals. For some organisations, this isstill the greatest benefit of IT, but its role inwinning new business is growing. A Germanproducerof industrial gases, for example, toldus that cost savings continue to be an importantcriterion for areas such as transportationscheduling and the administration involved incalculating leasing charges for gas containers.Using information systems to improve theperformance of the business-generatingfunctions has, however, become at least asimportant ♥ the sales department recently
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Chapter 3 Evaluation of the benefits of IT investment proposals must reflect

justified the introduction of 120 laptop com-
puters for use by its sales force by convincing
management that a 1 per cent increasein sales
would result.
Cost/benefit analysis is, in principle, the most
appropriate method of evaiuating investments
to improve business performance,and thereis
a range of methods that can be used for
expressing the benefits in monetary terms. We
providea brief description of the principal ones
in Figure 3.3, overleaf. The final stage of a
cost/benefit analysis is to apply oneof the well
knownfinancial techniques (payback period,
cost/benefit ratio, return on investment, net-
present value, internal rate of return, and so on)
to determineif the investmentisjustified. Some
organisations use different financial ☁hurdle
rates☂ (preset net-present values, for example)
for different types of investment proposals. The
higher the perceived risk to the organisation,
the higher the hurdle rate. As a consequence,
high hurdle rates are often applied to many IT
investment proposals, which can lead to a very
conservative approach to IT investment
decisions.
However, it is not always easy to apply con-
ventional cost/benefit analysis to IT investment
proposals. For some types of benefit (cost

their business purpose

reductions, projected increases in sales, or
reductions in staff, for example), the monetary
value of the benefits can be estimated with a
high degree of certainty. Other types of
benefits, such as better decision-making or
improved interpersonal communications, are
difficult to quantify. In addition, the link
between the investment and the benefit may
be indirect, and therefore hard to verify.
The attitude of organisations to quantifying
benefits varies considerably. Benefits are
always assessed in monetary terms in 22 per
cent of the organisations that responded to our
questionnaire. In other organisations, monetary
value is not always calculated, but efforts are
made to quantify the benefits in other terms.
For example, a system might be justified
because it will enable the numberofvisits made
by sales representatives to be increased, even
though no attempt is made to translate the
increase into a higher sales value. Sometimes,
however, no attempt is made to quantify the
benefits either in monetary or non-monetary
terms.

In practice, most IT investment decisions
involve both an assessment of the cost and
benefits (expressed in monetary terms), and
management judgement. The more subjective

 Figure 3.2 Investment in IT may help to increase revenue or to reduce costs
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their business purpose

 

Cost displacement/avoidance

Decision analysis

systemsfit neatly into the decision-analysis framework.
Structural models

Breakeven analysis

methods cannot be used.
Time savings multiplied by salary

and it does not take into account whetherthe time saved will
☁Hedonic wage model☂

office work patterns. Appraisal, June 1988.)

With this method, the value of information systems is assessed b'system will save and multiplying that by the workers☂ salaries plus direct employment costs. The method has the merit of beingquite easily carried out, butit is based on the assumption that a person's value is equal to his or her cost to the organisation,be used productively.

Figure 3.3 Different methodsfor cost-justifying IT projects are suitable in different circumstances

Perhaps the most common, and mostdirect, method for cost-justifying information systemsis to compare their cost to the totalof the current costs that they will displace plus the projected costs that they will avoid. This method is best suited to justifyingtraditional data processing systems, whereclerical labour is replaced by computersystems.It is increasingly inapplicabletoday, where many new systems do not displace costs, but add value.

The decision-analysis method is based on the assumptionthatbetter information leads to better decisions. If a new systemincreases the probability of the right decisions being made and these decisions can be shownto lead to greater profits, thesystem can be shownto offer a positive payoff. This method is useful for evaluatinginformation systems designed to supportroutine decision-making with known payoffs, such as credit decisions. However. relatively few implementations of information

A structural model analysesa line or business function and the impactof an information system on the costs and revenues ofthat function. The activities of a department are analysedin terms oftheir impact on the bottom line. For example, theincreased time that information systems will allow sales people to spend with Prospective customersis translated into moresales. This methodis attractive becauseit links performance im|provements to the bottom line; the relationships are verytenuous, however, and the analysis can be time-consuming to prepare.

With the breakeven-analysis method, whichis often used for quantifying intangible benefits, thedecision-maker is asked todetermine subjectively how much the benefits are worth to him.If the value of the estimated benefits is equal to or exceeds thecosis, the system is considered cost-justified. The quality of the results of breakeven analysisis|knowledge and judgementof the managers whose views are sou ighly dependent on the
 ght. Thismethodis often used if other more objective

y estimating the percentageofoffice workers☂ time that the

This is an extension of the previous method. The model is based on the premise that the values of workers☂ activities can beinferred from an analysis of the firm's resource-allocation decisions.time, by levelin the job hierarchy, and by major type of activity. By assuming that the allocation of resources is optimal, andby measuring those allocations and the cost of the resources, the marginal values of the kinds of work performed by managersand professionals can be inferred. These implicit marginal-activity values can be usedto estimatethe value of restructuring

Ananalysis is made of an organisation'sallocation ofits

(Source: Adapted from Sassone, P G. Cost justification: a survey of cost-benefit methodologies for information systems. Project
 

the assessment of benefits is, the greater theneed for management judgement. Thus, thecost-displacement method (which is describedin Figure 3.3)is relatively straightforward to useand verify because it uses objective measure-ment criteria. Other methods, such as thebreakeven method, can be highly subjectivebecause they rely on managers using theirjudgement to place a value on the system.

In theory, methods like those described inFigure 3.3 can be used to quantify all benefitsin some way. In practice, the effort requiredwould be excessive, particularly for indirectbenefits. Furthermore, because so manyassumptions would have to be made before a
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monetary value can be placed on the benefits,senior management would havelittle con-
fidencein the figures, and would use subjectivecriteria for deciding whether to authorise theinvestment. A useful discipline is therefore toconsiderthe benefits of a proposed investmentunder the following headings in the order
shown:

♥ Do we have nochoice but to invest?

♥ Are the benefits quantifiable in monetary
terms?

♥ Are the benefits quantifiable in non-
monetary terms?
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Chapter 3 Evaluation of the benefits of IT investment proposals must reflect

♥ Are the benefits assessable only by manage-
ment judgement?

Answering these questionsin this order will help
to identify the objectives of the system and
focus the effort of quantification, where
applicable, on whereit is really appropriate. If
the benefits cannotbe satisfactorily quantified
and management judges the risk to be high, a
pilot project may be a good wayofestablishing
a clearer view of the main benefits of the
system.

Investments to achieve competitive
advantage
The third type of IT investment is investment
in systems that are designed to achieve a major
competitive leap for the organisation.
Evaluating such proposals, however, is more
than simply assessing the extent to which
revenues or profitability may be increased. A
company that is a market leaderin its industry
may decide, for example, to forego short-term
profits to achieve such a leap. Such a company
can exercise significant control over the pricing
and cost structure of the industry and its future
direction. IT investment proposals should there-
fore be evaluated in the light of the long-term
business advantages that may accrue.
One of the most spectacular success stories in
using IT to improve competitive position is that
of Thomson Holidays, a UK packaged-holiday
company. Thomson Holidays☂ share ofits market
in the late 1970s was

8

or9per cent. Its manage-
ment decided to embark on a strategy to
increase that share significantly ♥ not just by
a few percentage points. It considered four
possible strategic options: reducing the cost of
holidays, increasing expenditure on advertising,
increasing the commission incentives to travel
agents, and using IT to provide information on
availability and instant confirmation of
bookings.
A mixture ofthe third and fourth strategies was
chosen. It introduced a videotex system that
enabled travel agents who were equipped with
terminals to provide a much improvedservice
to their customers, leading to more sales for
Thomson. As a consequence, Thomson Holidays☂
share of the market had increased to well over
30 per cent by the end of the 1980s.
Cost/benefit analyses are inappropriate for
potentially significant and long-term
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their business purpose

investments aimed at supporting a major
competitive thrust of the business. Such
decisions must be based on business vision,
knowledgeof the market and its dynamics, and
a very good understanding of the costs and
potential risks of making the investment.

Infrastructure investments
For many organisations, justifying the fourth
type of IT investment (infrastructure invest-
ments) is a major problem. Investments in IT
infrastructure systems enable the benefits of
otherIT investment to be realised. The usual
definition of IT infrastructure is the common
hardware, operating systems, database systems,
and telecommunications systems that form the
basis on which application systemsare built,
although the definition of an infrastructure
investment can be extended to other types of
investment ♥ for example, in user support,
training, maintenance, and so on.
It will alwaysbe particularly difficult to justify
investmentin the IT infrastructure,just as it is
to justify infrastructure investments in other
areas of the business (office buildings, ware-
houses, corporate libraries, and so on). Two
main problems tend to arise in justifying IT
infrastructure investments:
♥ The benefits of infrastructure systems accrue

to the organisation as a whole and are not
always readily visible in the short-term
performanceof individual business units or
functions. These units are, however, judged
by their commercial performance andtheir
managers are rewarded and promoted on the
basis of that performance. This makesit
difficult for them to accept an organisation-
wide view of benefits, and reluctant to
sponsor the cost of such investments.

♥ As it may take a long time to develop and
implementinfrastructure systems, no return
may be achieved on the investmentuntil well
into the future. Most managers of business
units are concerned with achieving short-
term goals.

Ultimately, corporate management must form
ajudgementas to whetherthe potential benefits
of the proposed infrastructure justify the
investment. However, the justification process
for IT infrastructure investments can be made
easier by:
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♥ Establishing performance standardsfor the
IT infrastructure.

♥ Including a share of infrastructure costs
when evaluating application systems.

Corporate culture also plays an important role
in determining howinfrastructure investment
proposals are considered.
Establishing performance standards for the
IT infrastructure :
Often, a large proportion of infrastructure
investments can, in fact, be mandatory ♥ the
organisation has no choice but to invest in theIT infrastructure. However, because mostlarge
organisations already have aninfrastructure inplace, the problem ofcost-justification tends toarise when upgrades, replacements, or new
facilities are proposed. Setting standards ofperformance for infrastructure systems andjustifying the investment by reference to thosestandards can be helpful.
For example, Westland Utrecht, a Dutchmortgage bank, specifies a 98 per cent uptimefor all systems, a mean time to respond toproblems of 45 minutes, and a two- to three-second response time. Investmentsin the infra-structure are evaluated by establishing therequirements of business applications and theirimpact on the infrastructure, and determiningthe infrastructure upgrades that are necessaryto maintain the performance standards.
Performance standards for the infrastructureneedto be set accordingto the requirements ofcurrent and future applications. When thedemands on the infrastructure exceed thecapacity of existing infrastructure systems andthreaten to reduce the level of performanceprovided by the infrastructure, there is a clearcase for an upgrade. Major new applicationscould require substantial upgradesto the infra-structure systems,if the performance standardsare to be maintained.
Including a share of infrastructure costswhen evaluating application systemsMost new applications will use the IT infra-structure to some extent. It is thereforeimportant to consider the likely impact oninfrastructure systems at the time theinvestment in a proposed application isevaluated. Some organisations do this byincluding the costs of upgrading the infra-structure systems with the investment case for
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the application. In someorganisations,this is theonly way in which infrastructure investmentscan be justified. There is a downside to thisapproach, however, becauseit may mean thatthe infrastructure is upgraded in a less thanoptimum way. In the long term, piecemealenhancements to the infrastructure to meetspecific application requirements are unlikelyto be cost-effective.
It mayalso be possible to justify infrastructureinvestments, within a predefined systemsstrategy, in terms of the general benefitsexpected from

a

strategic portfolio of appli-cations that will be supported by theinfrastructure.
Importanceof corporate cultureWefoundin ourresearch that corporate cultureplays an importantrole in the wayin which ITinfrastructure investments are considered. Thestronger the corporate culture, the more likelyit is that a corporate-wide view of such invest-ments will prevail. A strong corporate cultureis easy to foster in a homogeneous, highlycentralised business, but can also be found inmorediversified and decentralised businesses.An example is Wavin, the Dutch plasticsmanufacturer wereferred to on page 10, whichhas several subsidiaries and has recently madeseveral acquisitions.It places great emphasis onthe role of its corporate culture in evaluatinginvestments of corporate-wide benefit (seeFigure 3.4).

Investments in research projects
Thefifth and last type of IT investmentis inresearch projects. Many organisations devote aproportion of IT expenditure to researchingtechnologies and systemsthat will help ensurethat their information needs can continue to be
met adequately in the future.
Abouthalf of the organisations that participatedin the research for Report 73, EmergingTechnologies, had research sections for IT. Theaverage budget of these sections was around$900,000, an amount that we estimate to bebetween 1.5 and 2 percent of these organi-sations☂ IT expenditure. Some of the researchsections are concerned with product andmethod testing. Others engage in genuineresearch, even joint ventures with IT suppliers,to develop new products and services.
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Wavin is a pan-Europeanplastics manufacturer with 1989
turnover of Dfl 1.8 billion ($1 billion) and over 5,000
employees.It has three major operating divisions ♥ pipes,
film, and profiles ♥ each of which consists of several
operating companies. Decisions about most IT investments
are madeat the local level, where there are tight controls
on project developmentactivity.
The exceptions are large divisional or group-wide projects.
Wavin has recently implemented an international network
that was not subjected to a cost-justification exercise.
Instead, the network wasjustified in terms of the per-
ceived benefits of electronic mail and intergroup software
development and support. The IT director (responsible for
both corporate finance and IT) believes thatinfrastructure
investments depend on a culture that consists of:
♥ A strong belief in IT at top-managementlevel.
♥ Innovative management. 
Figure 3.4 A strong corporate culture plays a crucial role in the evaluation of infrastructure investments at Wavin

♥ An encouraging attitude to risk-taking.
♥ Staff prepared to takerisks.
Multicountry/multibusiness-unit project teams and
committees are established to evaluate and recommend
corporate standardsforinfrastructure investments ♥ for
example,relational database management systems, and
computer-aided software engineering. The objective is to
develop corporate standards that operating companies are
expected to follow. Although this approach may not
always provide the best value for each subsidiary, a
strong consensusis created among IT managers and
controllers who are involved in the decision-making, and
general managers trust this approach. In some recently
acquired businesses, however, the corporate culture is
weaker and the entrepreneurial spirit stronger. Wavin is
now investigating ways of incorporating these subsidiaries
into its culture.  
 
Allocating a predefined amount of money for
research projects, and setting clear objectives
and budgets for the projects, is the common way
of funding such work. However, the business
benefits of research projects usually take several
years to become evident. Hence, how much to
spend on researching future applications and
products is a question of judging the future
needs of the business, and the value of
individual research projects in preparing the
organisation to meet those needs.

Management judgement is an
essential element of the
evaluation process
Formal cost-justification procedures can be
inappropriate for evaluating certain types of IT
investment proposals. However, formal pro-
cedures are often carried out simply to satisfy
corporate requirements, when the decisions
have, in reality, already been taken, or are
forced on the organisation by external
circumstances.

Eventhough the limitationsof using cost/benefit
analyses to evaluate many of today☂s IT
investment proposals are generally well under-
stood, most proposals arestill based on such
analyses.In our view,cost/benefit analyses are
often used and eveninsisted upon, when they
are inappropriate to the purpose of the par-
ticular investmentsituation.If an organisation☂s
competitors offer 24-hourservice, for example,
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it may well have no choice but to invest in
systems that will allow it to provide a similar
service, if it is to survive. A few organisations,
however, haverealised that the application of
rigid financial criteria may mean that worth-
while IT investment opportunities are turned
down.To be properly assessed, some types of
IT investment require intimate knowledge and
experience of the business.
Managementjudgementis therefore an essential
element of the evaluation process. Management
judgement, often applied in the absence of
quantitative measures, is commonin therestof
the business, but such an input to systems
decisions is often derisively termed ☁an act of
faith☂. IT investmentdecisions are no different
from any other investment, however; they are
exercises in predicting how the business should
allocate its resources to respond to and manage
future changes in the environment in whichit
operates. Depending on the situation, it may not
be appropriate, or even possible, for IT
investment decisions to be basedjust on formal
financial-evaluation methods.
Evaluating the five different types of IT
investmentsituationscalls for different degrees
of management judgementin evaluating each
type of proposed investment. We summarise
these in Figure 3.5, overleaf. The judgemental
aspects of investment evaluation become more
important both as the need to understand the
demandsof the market and as the organisational
resources to meet those demandsincrease.
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Type of
investment
Mandatory
investments as a
result of:
Regulatory
requirements
Organisational
requirements

Competitive pressure

Investments to
improve performance

Investments to
achieve competitive
advantage

Infrastructure
investment

Investment in
research 

Business benefit

Satisfy minimum legal
requirement.
Facilitate business
operations.

Keep up with the
competition.

Reducecosts. ♥
Increase revenues.

Achieve a
competitive leap.

Enable the benefits of
other applications to
berealised. :
Be prepared for the
future.

Main formalaids to
investment evaluation

Analysis of costs.

Analysis of costs.

Analysis of costs to achieve
Parity with the competition.
Marginal costto differentiate
from the competition,
providing the opportunity for
competitive advantage.

 

Analysis of costs and risks.

Setting of performancestandards.
Analysis of costs.
Setting objectives within cost
limits.

Importance of
management
judgement

Low

Low

Crucial

Medion :
High

Crucial

Crucial

High

Figure 3.5 Both formal methods and management judgement are necessary for evaluating IT investments

Main aspects of
managementjudgement

Fitness of the system for the
purpose.
Fitness of the system for the
purpose. Best option for
variable organisational
requirements.
Competitive need to intro-
duce the system atall. Effect
ofintroducing the system
into the marketplace. Com-
mercial risk. Ability to sustaincompetitive advantage.
Validity of the assumptions

_ behind thecase.
Validity of the assumptionsbehindthecase. Real value
of hard-to-quantify benefits.
Risk involved. > 7 =

   

Competitive aim of the
system. Impact on the
market and the organisation.
Risk involved.
Corporate need and benefit,
both short andlong term.

Long-term corporate benefit.
Amount of money to be
allocated.
 

The management responsibility for theinvestments, however, must be clearly allocatedif the right decisions for the business are tobe taken andif the benefits are to be realised.
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It is crucial to get the right balance ofresponsibility between business and systemsfunctions. We describe how to achievethis inthe next chapter.

 

 



Chapter 4
Responsibilities for managing investmentin IT

Ensuring that investment in IT is managed in
line with business interests and that the benefits
are delivered are concernsfor both the business
and the IT sides of the organisation. The
respective responsibilities of business functions
and the systems department for managing IT
investments must be clearly established. Thisis
critical at a time when more and more
responsibility for IT is being devolved to
business managers, which means that the
dividing lines for authority and accountability
can become blurred.

Matching IT resources to business
priorities is becoming
more complex
IT is now central to most large organisations☂
operations and competitive strategies, but to
exploit this resource, organisations need
effective mechanismsto ensure that investment
in IT is directed to those areas that will yield
the greatest benefits. Matching IT resources to
business requirements is complex and difficult,
however. The allocation of resources needs to
be reviewed regularly to ensurethatit matches
the current businesspriorities. In most organi-
sations, providing the IT resources required to
meet all of the business☂s demands would give
poor value for money. Hence, there is a need
to allocate IT resources in line with a systems
strategy that reflects the needs of the business.

The allocation of IT resources must
match current business priorities

The annualIT planning and budgeting process
is often based on the existing allocation of
resources, with the result that particular
business functions are frequently allocated
resources that may no longer be warranted in
view of changed business priorities. The
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must be clear

approach of☁zero-based budgeting☂is designed
to avoid this tendency. In zero-based budgeting,
each project competes on an equal basis for
limited resources in each planning and
budgeting cycle. Zero-based budgets are not
based on last year☂s budget, but on the
assumptionthatall investmentitems need to be
justified to be allocated funds.A critical exami-
nation of the installed base of applications,
which in manylarge organisations can consume
three-quarters or more of the annual systems
budget, can help to identify redundant, over-
engineered, or over-maintained applications.It
can also help to highlight areas of the business
that have inadequate systems.

Some organisations are taking an even more
radical approach to ensuring that the allocation
of IT resourcesreflects business priorities. For
example, Dow Chemical, whose European head-
quarters are in Switzerland, now assessesits
systems needs according to business processes
as well asfunctions. The company carried out
a detailed review of all the elements (not just
the systems element) of each business process
and identified both potential savings and
increases in sales. The expectedscale of benefits
was such that top management was convinced
that the proposed approach was worthwhile. As
a consequence, top management is actively
supporting the concept.

The five processes that were identified as
critical to Dow Chemical☂s business success are
ordering and delivering, producing the product,
marketing andselling, developing the product,
and planning, allocation, and control. The
problem that Dow Chemical☂s systems manage-
ment faces is that on the one hand, top
managementhas set a ceiling on overall systems
expenditure, and ontheother,it insists that the
new process-based approach is made to work,
even thoughit will probably initially cost more.
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Four main projects, which are part of the
highest-priority process, have already absorbed
all available resources. The systems depart-
ment☂s policy is to buy-in wherever possible,
building systems only whereit is essential. This
meansthat it can use its own staff primarily to
add value, and with this in mind, it broadly
matches the allocation of staff to the agreed
processpriorities.

Limited resources need to be allocated
so that they provide the best value
for money
In many systems departments, the IT resources
required to meet all, or even most, business
requirements are simply not available. The case
of Westland Utrecht, a Dutch mortgage bank,provides an excellent illustration of the dilemmafaced by many systems departments: it mustrespond positively to the demandfor businessapplications by users, but also ensure that ITresources are used in the most cost-effectiveway. IT is of both strategic and operationalsignificance to the bank.It has recently rebuiltits core applications (accounts payable andreceivable, general ledger, customer database,and so on). It has also started developing somenew, competitive applications, notably a newcustomer application.
The aim ofthis application is to achieve a higherrate of customer acceptances of loan offers,which currently stands at 65 per cent.According to data madeavailable to the bank,even a 5 per cent improvement would pay forthe cost of two systems departments. However,the bank☂s systems departmentis seriously shortof resources, and its main concern nowis toprovide adequate (80 per cent) solutions, insteadof the 100 per cent solutions demanded by users.Educating users to accept that, for mostsystems, an adequate implementation is morecost-effective for the organisation as a wholehas not been easy.

An effective corporate steeringgroup is critical to directing ITinvestment
Nearlyall the organisations that took part in ourresearch, including most of those in the publicsector, operate underthe constraints discussedabove and needto find waysof reconciling the

business☂s priorities and the systems depart-ment☂s capabilities in the best way for thebusiness. We have reviewed our research toidentify what distinguishes those organisationsthat most successfully manage the ITinvestment process in the face of theseconstraints. We have looked for standardprocedures and policies, reporting lines, andlevels of authority as possible mechanisms. Allthese havea role to play, but they must cometogetherin a single person or body with high-level executive responsibility for both thebusiness andIT sides of the organisation.It willbe extremely rare for one person to have boththe authority and the attributes needed to dothis effectively.
In the organisations we researched, a corporateIT steering group (sometimes called an ITsteering committee), on which both business andIT interests are represented, seems to be themost effective mechanism for ensuring that ITinvestment is directed in the best interests ofthe organisation. Many Foundation membersalready have such

a

group. Usually, various sub-committees report to it, each with responsibilityfor particular areas of the business, or geo-graphic regions, or projects. Sometimes,it hasrelationships with other steering groups in theorganisation ♥ for example, groups forapprovingall capital projects in the organisation.
The most effective IT steering groupshave many features in common
To be a truly effective management body, anIT steering group must fulfil three mainrequirements:
Vested authorityfrom the top: Top managementneeds to be committed to the concept and roleof the group, and to work closely with it. Ofcourse, for certain types of investment,approvalby the board or even a parent companywill be required, but the group must be therecognised executive arm of top managementas far as IT matters are concerned.
Board-level representation: At least one of thegroup members should be a memberof theboard. Board-level representation helps toensure that overall business strategy anddirection are recognised and considered, andthat the agenda for meetings remains high-leveland business-oriented. The Colonial Mutual Life
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Assurance Society (the UK mutuallife branch
of an Australian finance-services company), for
example, has two board members on its IT
steering committee. The systems director may
be a board member,butthis is not a prerequisite
for a successful IT steering group.
Business emphasis: The IT steering group
should be concerned with allocating IT resources
according to business needs. Any conflict
between the requirements of the different
business areas should be resolved with
reference to the overall objectives of the
organisationrather thanto the interests of any
one business area, or to purely technical
considerations.

The IT steering group is responsible for
high-level investment decisions
An IT steering group has three main responsi-
bilities:
Approving and monitoring IT strategies
and plansMost organisations now have formal IT
strategies aligned to business strategies, but
business strategies can change quickly.
Formulating an IT strategy is not an event, but
a process that needs to be managed. The group
should review the strategy regularly to ensure
that it is still aligned with current business
strategies. It should also review the IT budgets
to ensure that they align with the IT strategies
and plans.
Setting priorities for IT investment
TheIT strategy will provide the groundrules for
appraising IT investment proposals. The IT
steering group may delegate responsibility for
reviewing proposals up to a certain value, but
will normally concern itself with proposals
above that value or that are likely to have a
significant business impact.
Many formal techniques and methods are
available for evaluating IT investment proposals
to ensure that they match businesspriorities.
They support the decision-making process by
helping to assess the relative contribution of
proposedprojectsin a disciplined and systematic
way. Methodsaretypically based on ranking the
business contributions (financial and/or other)
and risks accordingto criteria that are relevant
to the organisation. Thecriteria vary according
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to the priorities of each business. Barilla, an
Italian food manufacturer, for example, aims to
be the cost leader in its market, and its
investment priorities, listed in Figure 4.1, are
consistent with this aim.

A comprehensive method to weight and set
priorities for the business contribution of IT
projects has been developed by Marilyn Parker
of IBM☂s Los Angeles Scientific Center, and
Robert Benson, who runs the Center for the
Study of Data Processing at Washington
University in Saint Louis. Their method is based
on an approach that they call ☁information
economics☂. (The book describing the methodis
listed in the bibliography.) It involves scoring
projects on 10 features, which include, but go
beyond, financial considerations. They are of
twotypes. Onetypeis for assessing the business
justification of the project; the other is for
assessing its technical viability. Weights for the
different features must be set by each
organisation to reflect its own priorities for IT
investment and the features of its technical
architecture. Projects are then rankedin terms
of their weighted scores. The 10 features are
shownin Figure 4.2, overleaf.

Someorganisations will find the information
economics approach over-mechanistic if applied
to all projects. Others will feel uncomfortable
with the subjective basis of manyof the scores.
We do, however, endorse the use of the 10
features as a useful checklist for assessing the
wider impact of introducing systems, which goes
well beyond the financial impact.
 

Figure 4.1 Barilla aims to be cost leader in its market,
and its investmentpriorities reflect this
ambition

Barilla allocates scores to a systems investment proposal,
according to whetherthe following criteria apply. Proposals
with high overall scores are given high priority.
Criteria Score
System will result in cost reductions 4
System will enable a better service to be provided 4
System will enable better decisions to be made 4
System will result in labour savings 2
System will result in time reductions 2
System will improve the quality of work 2
System will provide better facilities than competitors☂

systems 2  
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Figure 4.2 The ☁information economics☂ approach to
setting investmentpriorities is based on
10 features of a system

Weights must be allocated to the different features by each
organisation to reflect its own priorities for IT investment and
the features of its technical architecture.

The quantified financial return of the
project.

Economic impact

The match with established _ :
corporate strategy.

Strategic alignment

The degree to which the projectis
expected to give market advantage.

Competitive
advantage

 

  The project's contribution to
Management's need for inform:
so thatit can make informed

Management-infor-
mation support

decisions. =
Competitive An assessment of the corporate riskresponse of not undertaking the project.

The degree to which a projectdepends on new oruntested
corporate skills, management
capabilities, and/or experience.

Strategic and
organisationalrisk

 

Strategic systems The degree to which the proposedarchitecture Project is consistent with the overall
direction of information systemsinthe business.

Definitional The degree of specificity of theuncertainty users☂ objectives.
Technical The extent to which a projectuncertainty depends on new or untried

technologies.
Systems
infrastructure The degree to which investment in 2infrastructure is needed for theproject to be viable.

(Source: Parker, M M, and Benson, R J Informationeconomics: linking business performance toinformation technology. London: Prentice-HallInternational, 1988.)   
Setting guidelines and policies forday-to-day managementTheIT steering group should not concern itselfwith day-to-day management responsibilitiesand conflicts, unless there are exceptionalcircumstances. These matters should be left tomanagement or to appropriate subgroups.However, the group does need to set overallpolicies and guidelines, or to assign specificresponsibilities for establishing these to one ormore members of the group. It should also setand review levels of authority for IT investmentacross the organisation.

Responsibilities for achieving
benefits must be clearly
allocated

So far, in this chapter, we have been concernedwith management responsibility for ensuringthat the right investment decisions are taken.Asresponsibility for IT becomes increasinglydecentralised, more and more IT investmentdecisions are being shared by systems andbusiness managers, or are being entirelydevolved to the business units, and it isimportant that in such a period of transition,responsibility for achieving the projectedbenefits is clearly allocated. Figure 4.3 showsthe levels at which business units and corporatemanagement in large US companies shareauthority for various IT decisions, for bothhardware and software. The results coincidewith our own observations of an increasingtrend for more user responsibility in ITinvestment decisions throughout Europe.

Wheninvestment proposals are submitted, themost common practice is for users to takeresponsibility for the benefits, and for thesystems departmentto take responsibility forthe costs. Subsequently, costs are rigorouslycontrolled and monitored, but the achievementof the benefits is rarely monitored. Post-implementation audits are often included insystems developmentstandards, but are not, ingeneral, carried out. During our research,various reasons were put forwardfora failureto check, after implementation, whether thebenefits are being achieved. Some of the morecommon are listed in Figure 4.4, on page 24.

Confusion and lack of clarity over responsibilityfor achieving benefits can lead to frustration,resentment, and poor relations between thesystems departmentand users, and to a lack ofcontrol over, and accountabilities for, IT invest-ment for the organisation. Clearer responsi-bilities can be established either by changing theorganisationalrelationship between the systemsdepartment and the business it serves to astrictly commercial one in which users areresponsible for both benefits and costs, or bytaking project-by-project steps to allocateresponsibilities.
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shared by the business unit and the corporation.

Expenditure categories
Telecommunications

Mainframes/minicomputers

Finance/accounting software

Microcomputers

Logistics software

Marketing software

Sales/customerservice software

Engineering/R&D software

Manufacturing software
S452. S10 -0.8

mummms Long-term decisions (3 to 5 years)
Gm Short-term decisions Decision madeat business-unit level

Figure 4.3 There is a trend for more IT investment decisions to be taken at the business-unitlevel

In the figure, zero marks the point at which decisions are equally shared by business units and corporate managers. Totheleft
of that point, decision-making authority rests more with the business unit, and to the right, with corporate management. For
example, business units make most decisions about microcomputers but not about other hardware. Most decisions about
software are made by the businessunits, but in the area of financial and accounting software, more of the decision making is

 

=0:6 -0.4 =0:2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Decision made at corporate level

Degree of decision sharing

(Source: Computer Economics Report, vol. 11, no. 12, December 1989.)
 

Creating a commercial relationship
between the systems department
and business units
Many organisations have alreadyinstituted a
commercial or quasi-commercial relationship
between business units and the systems
department. Such an arrangement gives busi-
ness units responsibility and full accountability
for both the benefits and the costs of IT projects
that they commission; the systems department
acts as a provider of services for which the
business units pay. It is entirely up to the
business units to ensure that benefits are
reflected in business results.
The manner in which such an arrangementis
set up depends on the extent to which business
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units and the systems department may choose
to buy or sell IT services outside the
organisation. In the extremecase, the systems
department may be set up as a separate
company, selling its services not just to the
business units in its parent organisation, but also
to other organisations. Moreover, the business
units may buy IT services from whomeverthey
choose.
We expect more organisations to move to a more
commercial relationship between business units
and the systems department, with users
responsible for both costs and benefits. The
implication of doing this is that the systems
department must be prepared to operate in the
same way, and with the same terms and
conditions, as any other commercial supplier.
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Figure 4.4 A variety of reasonsis offered for failing to
monitor whetherthe projected benefits of
an investment are being achieved

☜It is not necessary☝: Some organisations adopt the view
that if the investment appraisal has been undertaken
correctly in the first place and the project implemented
according to plan, there is no need to check for benefits.
By definition, they must accrue.
☜It is too difficult☂: Benefits can be difficult to assess after
the project has been implemented bec:
projects span several businessor funci
project is completed andtheprojecttea
disbanded, the costs of th je
accurately, but the benefitsthat accrue,«
areas, over a period of time,are often hi
general business results of those areas and are nidentifiable. : 7 :

       

 

   
   

 

 

☜It is against our culture and philosophy☂. Many systemsdepartments have worked hard at promoting their role withthe rest of the business, as a function providing a service.Acting as ☁policemen☂ to check on benefits is appropriatefor an internal audit function, but not for a service
department.
☜It is too costly☝: Undertaking prope:
reviews can be costly and
deployed on morepressing|bestruck between the need to monitor the achibenefits and the costsof undertaking | plreviews. = :

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

In the shorter term, however, and for somekinds of organisations, such as those thatoperate in highly competitive and fast-changingmarkets,or those that are inexperiencedin theiruse of IT, this will not be a suitable option.

Allocating project-by-project responsi-bility for the achievementof benefits
An alternative to a commercial relationshipbetween business units and the systemsdepartment is to assign responsibilities forachieving the benefits at the start of individualprojects. There are several ways in which thismay be done, depending on the organisation andthe type of project:
♥ Incorporate projected benefits into business-area budgets: Some organisations insist thatbusiness managers incorporate the expectedbenefits of a project into business-areabudgetsby altering future budgets accordingto the benefits to be achieved. For such anapproach to work well, the organisationneeds to have a strong planning culture; inmany organisations, detailed planning and

budgeting is not done far enough aheadforsuch an approachto berealistic or credible.
♥ Allocate responsibility to one individual:Amro Bankin the Netherlands, for example,has been very concerned about how toallocate responsibility for IT investment.Amro nowallocates responsibility for results,andit is one person☂s task to ensure that thebenefits are delivered. Such an approach canwork wherethereis one clear sponsorfor theproject. At Amro, problems arose becausethe new systems werebeinginstalled in thebank☂s branches, but responsibility lay with

a head office manager.
♥ Undertake post-implementation reviews:Where post-implementation reviews arecarried out, they must be regarded by usersas a normal management procedure forlarger or unusualtypes of investment, ratherthan as policing, if the organisation is toavoid excessive caution when investingin IT.It is therefore desirable to establish, at theoutset, whether, how, when, and by whomsuch reviews are to be undertaken. Thesurvey results shownin Figure 4.5 indicatethat the systems development team and thesystems departmentplay significant roles inundertaking post-implementation reviews.

In our view, however, because the systemsdepartment is primarily a service providerto the business, such reviews should, wherepossible, be carried out by an independentparty, such as the auditing, finance, ororganisation and methods function of theorganisation, or by external consultants. Thereviews should be regarded not just as acheck,but also as a learning exercise for theorganisation.
Each of the methods described above forallocating responsibilities for the achievementof benefits will appeal to different organisationsand be applicable for different investmentsituations, even in the same business. Thereisnosingle answerto whatis a majorissue in mostbusinesses today. Whatis importantis that thereshould be a clear understanding of therespective responsibilities of the systemsdepartment and the business units. The policyshould be applied at the time the investmentproposal is presented and approved; it shouldnot be applied retrospectively.
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 Figure 4.5 The systems development team and the systems department play significant roles in undertaking
post-implementation reviews

Percentage of organisations
in which each group isinvolved in the review60 |Process

50
40 +

30 +
20 +

10 ¢      
       i 3 :

Evaluate Determine Determine Review Approve Not
management evaluation evaluation evaluation follow-up involvedand criteria method results action
performance

i Systems development team
Il Systems department management

User department management
1B Internal audit department

(Source: Kumar, K. Post implementation evaluation of computer-based information systems: current practices.
Communications of the ACM, vol. 33, no. 2, February 1990, p. 203-212)  
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Chapter 5
IT investment will be evaluated in thelight of
the corporate investment climate

There is hardly any aspect of the IT investment-
appraisal process that is not in some way or
other tempered by the wider investment climate
of the organisation. Many of the systems
directors we spoke to during our researchrecognise that there are often overriding
broader corporate factors that influence thewayin which IT investmentis evaluated. While
some systemsdirectors take account of these
factors, others findit difficult to do so becausethe systems department is organisationally,
culturally, and even geographically remote fromthe rest of the organisation. This means thatthey do not take sufficient account of thecorporate andpolitical context within which ITinvestment decisions are made.
It is not easy to define the investmentclimate.It is not the sameas the organisation☂s culture,although the culture of the business is animportant determinant of the investmentclimate. Culture, commonly defined as theshared beliefs concerning the organisation☂shistory, mission, andvalues,is much morestablethan the investmentclimate, which can changefundamentally in a very short time, for whatsometimes seem to be quite unpredictablereasons. As a consequence, even the best-founded and best-argued case for investmentcan fail if it is not compatible with theorganisation☂s investmentclimate at a particulartime. Managing IT investments successfully istherefore not just concerned with building andpresenting the financial case, but also with thewider corporate political environment withinwhich investment decisions are made.

Complex corporate factors
determine the investment
climate forIT
Manyfactors determinethe investmentclimateof an organisation at any particular time. They
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define the priorities that are likely to apply toIT investments, they determine the kinds ofinvestment that will be considered, and theyprovide a frameworkagainst which investmentproposals will be evaluated. The most importantdeterminants of the wider investmentclimateare:
♥ Thefinancial health and market position of

the organisation.
♥ Thepressureson the industry sector in whichthe organisation operates.
♥ The organisation☂s business strategy andbusiness direction.
♥ The management and decision-makingculture.
Systems directors need to be sensitive to theways in which these factors influence seniorbusiness managers as they evaluate ITinvestment proposals. It is the interactionbetween the factors and the apparent con-tradictions that can result from that interactionthat make the process of managing the ITinvestment-approval process within thecorporate context so complex for some systemsdirectors.
Financial health and market position
Currentand predicted financial performanceisone of the most important factors determiningthe wayin which senior managementevaluatesproposed investments. When an organisation isperforming well, it will obviously look morefavourably on investment proposals than intimesof hardship. Schering, a German chemicalsgroup, provides a good example. At the time ofourresearch, this company wasin a very strongfinancialposition. It has a board committed toapplying IT, and a culture that encourages quickdecision-making. In this climate, a very briefstatement of the benefits of proposed ITinvestmentsis often acceptable, and sometimes
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no benefit needs to be demonstrated. The
company is prepared to takerisks as part of its
policy to encourage the use of IT.
However, as Schering and other companiesin a
similar position pointed out, this attitude could
change dramatically if the company☂s financial
fortunes should deteriorate. The point was made
succinctly by Monsanto, a Belgian chemicals
group. Managers there remarked, ☁☁We know
where the fat is, should times become hard.☂

Pressures on the industry sector
Priorities for and attitudes to IT investment vary
considerably from sector to sector. In some
industries, the emphasis will be on using IT to
reduce costs or shorten product development
times.In others, the priorities will be related to
competitive positioning or fast response to
competitive pressures.
The results of a recent study of the influence
of industry sector on the priorities for IT
investment are summarised in Figure 5.1. The
study investigated the main benefits that are
expected from IT by medium-sized and large
organisations in the finance, retailing, and
manufacturing sectors. Retailers put their first
priority as more timely information, because fast
turnover of productlinesis critical for success
in their business. For the finance sector,
improving customer service is the highest
priority, although this benefit wasrated as a very
low priority by companies in the manufacturing
sector; they put greater emphasis on having
more complete information available.
The difference in attitudes to IT investment by
organisations in different industry sectors can
be profound. In the finance sector, IT is an
integral part of the business (indeed, one might
say that for a high street bank, IT is the
business), but in manufacturing and the public
sector, the emphasis tends to be on cost control
and cost reduction. As one systemsdirector for
a large UK manufacturing group said to us
ruefully: ☁☜☁Our chief executive sees our
marketing manageranddiscussesthelatest sales
figures with him. He sees me and says, you are
the man who costs me $30 million a year.☂
Systemsdirectors in industries where IT is not
an integral part of the business, like manu-
facturing, tend to have a greater communi-
cations barrier to overcome with their top
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Figure 5.1 Different industry sectors have different IT

investmentpriorities

Respondents were asked to rank each benefit on a scale of
1 to 6, where 1=low and 6=high
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(Source: Datasolve)   
managementthan thosein highly information-
dependent industries.

The organisation☂s business strategy
and direction
The nature and scopeof businessstrategies are
an important influence on the way in which
proposed investments in IT are evaluated. The
Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society, for
example, has an aggressive strategy to double
the size of its business in the four-year period
up to 1992. It usedtoinsist on strict cost/benefit
analysesfor all its IT investments.Its philosophy
has now changed:today, all IT investments are
judged solely in terms of supporting the
commercial strategy and objectives that the
Colonial Mutualhassetitself.
Business strategies can changerapidly, of course,
or not exist at all. In such circumstances,
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managing investmentin IT can be very difficult.
The case of Télémécanique is a good example.
This French manufacturer of electronic com-
ponents was the subject of a much-publicised
hostile takeover in 1988. Many management
changes resulted, established planning pro-
cedures cameto a halt, and no businessstrategy
existed. The systemsdirector therefore set about
producing his ownIT plan and budget. He used
his informal network of contacts with business
management, which he had built up over many
years, to establish the business requirementsfor
systems, and through a process of discussions
and budgetiterations, arrived at a plan for ITinvestment that suited the business. While this
was by no meansanideal approach, the systemsdirector used his initiative and knowledgeof the
business and its people to create an IT invest-ment strategy that was in line with the needsof the business.
The managementand decision-makingculture
Several of the examples quoted aboveillustratehow important it is for the systems director tounderstand the corporate culture so that he canmanage IT investment within the framework ofthat culture and successfully compete for scarcecorporate resources. The matrix in Figure 5.2features two aspects of corporate culture thatsignificantly influence attitudes to IT invest-ment: decision-makingstyle andattitude torisk.Investmentin large innovative systems that cantransform the organisation are more likely inrisk-tolerant management cultures with astrong, decision-makingstyle. Innovative invest-ments are likely to be less acceptable in risk-averse, consensus-driven management cultures,and hence, much moredifficult to get throughthe corporate decision-making process. ITdirectors can use this matrix to determinetheirorganisation☂s most likely attitude to ITinvestment.

IT investment appraisal is influ-enced bypolitical factors
The factors that make up the corporateinvestment climate can act as a powerfulinfluence on investmentdecisions. Managing theinvestment-approval process within thecorporate context can therefore be as importantas preparingthe financialcaseitself. As well as
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considering the financial merits of aninvestment proposal, the appraisal process willinevitably be influenced by corporatepolitics,Indeed, for political reasons, the formalinvestment procedures and financial analysesare sometimes bypassed or subverted. Whenthishappens, however, it very often arises fromgenuine attempts to ensure that the rightdecisions are, in fact, taken.

Research carried out at the London BusinessSchool into the way in which strategicinvestment decisions are made concluded thatthe whole activity must be seen as part of awider ☁political☂ context, embracing potentialdifferences of interest between groups anddivisions, and the personal stakes of managers.Estimates and forecasts included in aninvestment proposal cannotbe isolated from theindividuals or groups that provide them. In theprojects studied, the managers involved had astrong emotionalbias towards going ahead withthe project. The researchers pointed out thatpeople are more sensitive to the prioritiesrevealed by actions (such as which memosareput at the top of the action pile) than thoseenshrined in formal procedures. The organi-sational investmentclimate is heavily influencedby informalactions, such as whotalks to whom,and the kinds of debate that take place.
The importance of the human and politicalaspects of IT investment evaluation is rarelyexplicitly recognised in research on the topic.However, someresearch has been undertaken,notably by the Oxford Institute of InformationManagementat Templeton College in the UnitedKingdom. This research suggests that the ITinvestment-evaluation process includes sub-jective andpolitical aspects as well as objectiveand rational aspects, as shown in Figure 5.3 onpage 30. Evaluation of the case for investmentmay be based on objective criteria, such asperformance improvements resulting from theinvestment, but may be overridden by moresubjective criteria and political considerations,suchas the fit of the investment in the widerorganisational environment.
By drawingattention to the importance of thepolitical aspects of evaluating IT investmentproposals, we do not mean to suggest that formalevaluations are meaningless, as some researchershave done. Value for money is nearly always
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Figure 5.2 Managementstyle has a markedinfluence onattitudes to IT investment
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partly a matter of counting and partly a matter
of perceptions, andit is so in theITfield, too.
Being sensitive to the political aspects of IT
investment can be as important as preparing a
convincing financial case.

Investment proposals must be
sensitive to the corporate
environment
To appreciate the influence of the corporate
environment on IT investment, it is essential
that the culture of the systems departmentis
aligned with that of the business. Some systems
directors, however, are perceived as being
remote from the business andfail to adopt the
higherbusiness profile that would be justified
by the size of the corporate investment for
which they are responsible. This point was made
forcibly by Butler Cox☂s managing director,
George Cox, at the International Foundation
Conference in Cannesin October 1989: ☁☜☁Many
systems directors are too preoccupied with
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technical rather than commercial achievement,
andtoo oriented to running their departments
rather than becoming truly involved in the
business. The likely consequences☂, he said, ☜☁are
even greater devolution of systems responsi-
bilities to the business, or contracting out
altogether, leading to a gradual erosion of the
systems director☂s responsibilities and status.☂
Adopting a business orientation means being
part of the organisation☂s senior business
management team, and being seen to be so.
Where the systemsdirector is a board member,
the task will be easier, but being a member of
the boardis not, in itself, enough. The systems
director must speak the language of the business
and encourage his own systemsstaff to do the
same, he must have a genuineinterest in, and
knowledge of what the business is doing and
where it is heading, and he must, where
appropriate, stake his career and personal
fortune with the business. As one systems
director of a large and successful British
conglomeratesaid: ☁☁Thirty per cent of my pay
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rational elements

PurposeofSpectrum of
the evaluationthe evaluation

Objective/rational ☁Doing things right☂
A

☁Doing the right things☂

 VvSubjective/political Fit with the environment 
Figure 5.3 The IT investment-evaluation process includes subjective and political elements as well as objective and

"the objective/rational-subjective/political dimension. The overall

Main features andcriteria

Efficiency. Evaluation in termsofefficiency is at one extreme of
aim is to achieve more precise measures for performance,efficiency, orreliability. Methods and techniques are used tomeasure more accurately the performance of computersystems, the correctness and efficiency of programs, ando on.There is generallylittle intrinsic difficulty in accepting thevalidity of such measurements, but the assumption behindthem is that the specification is correct, that the systems do infact meet the purpose they are intended to serve.
Effectiveness: Here, the concern of the evaluator is thatsystems should ☁do the right things, and notjust do thingsright☂ based on the well known dictum of Peter Drucker.Evaluation becomes much more problematic, becauseeffectiveness is more difficult to judge than efficiency. Evenifinitial objectives could be set and later measured, they tend toevolve and change overtime. Moreover, the aspects that aremeasured are often those that are easy to measure rather thanthose that are important. Although the formaljustification forsystems designed to increase effectiveness may be madeinhard financial terms, the actual planning of the system is offen
based uponthe perceived qualitative benefits.
Understanding of the organisational environment: This kind ofevaluation is at the subjective/political extreme of the dimensionproposed by the Templeton workers. Here, the concern is withhow evaluations are performed within the political-socialenvironment of an organisation.   

comesfrom the increase in earnings per sharethat my company achieves. I encourage share-option schemesforall my ownseniorstaff. It☂sall part of giving a message to them ♥ that we
are part of the business.☂
Very often, the political process for a majorinvestment proposal begins long before thefinancial case has been compiled. Managing thepolitics of the organisation to improve thechances of making the right investmentdecisions means knowing how to presentproposals, involving appropriate people in theprocess, and judging the right time and place forevery step in that process.
It also means understanding the many subtletiesandidiosyncrasies of corporate life. For example,in one of the large European petrochemicalcompanies we spoketo,it is not acceptable toassumea reductionin oil revenues in any long-
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range planning exercise. While such ☁rules☂ mayseem ludicrousto outsiders, they are part of thepolitics of any organisation, and must bereflected in the way in which IT investment
proposals are presented.
Managing corporate politics is a fine art.
Excessive political manoeuvring, where thegame becomesthe objective, can be detrimentalrather than helpful. The systemsdirector mustrecognise the importanceofpolitical subtleties,take steps to stay close to senior management,and take anactive part in corporatelife. If seniormanagement turns down IT investmentproposals, or questions the value that theirorganisations get from IT, it may well havenothing to do with the objective merits of thecase. It may simply mean that senior manage-ment does not have sufficient trust. To buildsuch trust needs political skills as well aseffective managementskills.
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Report conclusion
Ensuring that IT investments provide business
value is now a major concern in most organi-
sations. Senior management is increasingly
asking whether the often huge amounts of
moneyspenton IT deliver value to the business.
As a result, the emphasis of IT performance
measures has moved away from the efficiency
and productivity of the systems department to
the quality and relevanceof the service offered.
Increasingly, the concern is with demonstrating
that IT investment sustains and improves
business performance. This changing emphasis
has led to the realisation that the business
contribution of IT is intimately linked with how
the business uses the technology. Getting value
from IT is therefore primarily a business con-
cern, not a technology-management concern.

Our research has convinced us that there is no
single ☁magic formula☂ that can be used to prove
that investment in IT contributes to business
performance. Each organisation needs to devise
its own range of measures that relate IT
expenditure to the key performance measures
and indicators already used by the business.
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Overtime, it is possible to build up a composite
picture of the way IT expenditure relates to
business performance.
It is also important to recognise that there are
different types of IT investment and that each
type has a different business purpose. Formal
cost-justification methods are inappropriate for
evaluating some types of investment proposal.
A high degree of managementjudgement must
be used instead.
Whenbusiness managers ask ☁☁Are we getting
value from IT?☂☂, they are really asking ☁☁Are we
spending too much? Too little? And are we
spending in the right areas?☂☂ These questions
cannot be answered without considering the
overall aims andstrategy of the business.If the
businessis in a poorstrategic position, investing
more in IT is likely to contribute to an even
faster decline in business performance.If the
businessis in a strong strategic position, greater
expenditure onIT is likely to help the business
grow and prosper at an even faster rate.
Investment in IT cannot compensate for poor
business performance, but it can enhance
business success.
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The list of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious ☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
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♥ The publicationsare terse, thought-provoking,

informative, and easy to read.Theydelivera lot
of message in a minimum of precious reading
time.
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to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.
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practitioners, with the power to connect
individuals with common concerns.
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